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The keeping room combines the function of a dining and sitting area.
“The kitchen space needs to be good for guests and for baby Mercer’s
breakfast,” says interior decorator Fran Kennan, who is also mother to
three little ones. “That’s why the banquette is upholstered in vinyl. You
can clean it with 409.” Keeping the home open to the view of downtown was a priority. The Margjekas entertain frequently, and guests are
drawn to this built-in feature of the home.

Photography by j e a n a ll s o p p

No rules

Condo Design Colors Outside the Lines

•

Meg and Armand Margjeka look at home through
the unique lens of their experiences.

KMAC Greenworks installed the reclaimed
wood ceiling in the kitchen. Armand was
instrumental in the design. A look up reveals
workman’s boots footprints.Fran installed the
mouldings. Color? Ombre by Pratt & Lambert
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•

Fran had to enlist the use of a crane to lift this 19thcentury steel French armoire up to the Margjeka’s
condo. It wouldn’t fit in any of the elevators.

Meg and Armand Margjeka are not
white picket fence people. Marriage and even
a new baby couldn’t put them in a suburban bungalow.
Instead, they have made a home for their young family in
a Highland Park condo with a remarkable interior tailored
to their personalities.
“Meg and Armand are creative people who know what
they want,” says interior decorator Fran Keenan, who
helped make the condo into a place where the proverbial
different drummer was right at home.
34
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Although Meg has a degree in business, the businesses
she has pursued call for creativity and an eye for design.
Living in Los Angeles, she and a friend launched a line
of cosmetics for teens, which took her all over, even to an
appearance on QVC in London.
“We considered it our business school,” Meg says.
Graduation day came when Meg decided it was time to
return home to Birmingham. She took a job at Etc, a
jewelry and accessory store in Mountain Brook Village.
Owner Judy Abroms was looking toward retirement, so
     birminghamhomeandgarden.com
      

The Listening Room is a space dedicated to the
appreciation of music and conversation, made
homey with layered oriental rugs from Paige
Albright. Music machines—a CD player and a
record player—are in the 19th-century French
armoire made of blackened steel. RIGHT: The
kitchen is a blend of vintage and high-tech
elements. Industrial light fixtures from South of
Market in Atlanta illuminate an island created
from an old-fashioned shop counter, complete
with numbered drawers, that has been topped
with zinc, a surface that is not inanimate, but is
always changing as it reacts to its environment.

Meg was presented with a business opportunity that she has
embraced with new lines and a larger storefront in Mountain
Brook Village.
Armand, an artist and musician from Albania, has studied
sculpture, painting, and drawing, but is currently concentrating on the music business. He has a newly released album,
“Margo, Margo,” and owns Pipe and Gun Studio in Homewood, a creative space where musicians from across the country record, produce, write, collaborate, and just hang out.
In keeping with the couple’s non-traditional approach to
birminghamhomeandgarden.com

•

The bar sink is made from a
hunk of petrified wood. The
sink is nestled into a table that
Fran had sawn in half.
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“We love the floors. They are reclaimed wood and there’s an amazing herringbone
pattern. It reminds me of an old Parisian apartment.” 
—Meg Margjecka

The gallery is dominated by Meg’s piano, which she played during the 17 years she studied classical piano. Now it is usually Armand who sits down at
the keyboard. The art wall that gives the room its name is a space for “fluid art,” meaning that the work on display here will change. The French doors
leading from the entry to the gallery are new, but have the look and feel of antiques. Fran showed the artisans who crafted and finished them the look
she wanted and they made the new doors seem to have been well used. “It’s authentic down to the feel,” she says. The large sconces on either side of
the doors were crafted from antique mirrors.
36 BH&G | s e p t e m b e r.o c to b e r 20 11
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•

•

paint color:
Ivory Pillar, Mythic Paint

paint color:
Wendigo,
Pratt & Lambert

Baby Mercer’s room is a nursery to nurture an artistic seedling. The near-black walls set off the room’s focus, a large painting by Amy Pleasant titled
“The Arrival,” a piece that spoke to Meg because she was expecting Mercer’s arrival. The master bedroom’s focus is the custom wood bed crafted
by Jeremy Darnell. The concrete side tables (and the concrete chair adjacent to the bar in the entry) are original designs by Jan Jander. The linens
are layers of subtle patterns and texture.

life, they had not one wedding, but two. The first took place
in Arkansas, where Armand attended college.
“We had our wedding lunch at Chili’s,” Meg says.
The casual nuptials came about because international red
tape had snarled their plans for a wedding in Italy. Undeterred, the couple held the Italian wedding a year later just
after learning that their son, Mercer, was on the way.
“He came to our wedding in Italy,” Meg says. Mercer’s
advent also spurred the couple to buy and renovate the
condo. “We changed everything to suit us,” Meg says. “I
love everything casual. Armand is relaxed and he has helped
me be less uptight.”
The first goal was to give the home an open feel, with a
flow from room to room that is not interrupted with doors.
“Albanians have more communal spaces,” Meg says. “So
we wanted open space, with not a lot of doors and one room
flowing into the others. Fran helped us catch that vibe.”
38
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The rooms are specially suited to the Margjekas’ lifestyle.
Instead of the usual living room, dining room and den, their
home has an entry, gallery, listening room, and TV room.
“You walk into a round entry room, where all the doors
are hidden (they open with touch latches) except for the
French doors that open to the gallery,” Meg says.
The gallery is an airy space with a recessed concrete “art
wall” illuminated by LED lighting. The herringbone patterned floors push toward The Listening Room, where the
couple enjoys the music that is an important part of their
life. Adding depth are oriental rugs layered for a unique look
that arose from Armand’s childhood.
“When Armand grew up, his home was wall to wall
rugs,” Meg says. “His mother made them and he remembers
the hum of the machine and layers of rugs to sit on. We love
this room. We can have a glass of wine, look at the view, and
talk or listen to music.”
     birminghamhomeandgarden.com
      

resources: interior design: Fran KeenaN DESIGN 205.821.8183 architect: John Hudson, Hudson Architecture 205.637.7568

contractor: Structures Inc. Erica Neel / ºWill Kinnebrew, project manager • 205.663.4252 • www.structureshomes.com flooring: KMAC
Greenworks 2850 35th Avenue North, Birmingham, Alabama • www.kmacgreenworks.com woodwork: Aaron Lane, Lane Woodworking
205.337.2811 concrete sidetables and chair in entry: JAN Jander architecture + design, llc 205.218.3510 • www.janjanderad.com
metalwork: Manuel Hernandez, Hernandez Forging 205.655.4766 entry: Italian light fixture: Circa Interiors and Antiques
2831 Culver Road, Birmingham, Alabama • 205.868.9199 listening room: rugs: Paige Albright Orientals 2814 Petticoat Lane, Birmingham, Alabama
• www.paigealbrightorientals.com armoire: 1st Dibs, New York www.1stdibs.com kitchen/keeping room: appliances: AllSouth Appliance 4
W. Oxmoor Road, Birmingham, Alabama • 205.942.0408 • www.allsouthappliance.net banquette: Mark Jordan, Mark V. Jordan Upholstery
334.279.0056 chandelier: French Market Antiques, Interiors Market, Pepper Place, Birmingham, Alabama • 205.323.4700 bergere
chairs: Robuck and CompanyAntiques 425 Peachtree Hills Ave NE • www.robuckandcompany.com bar sink: Triton Stone 205.592.0202 •
tritonstone.com nursery: painting: Amy Pleasant amypleasant.com custom changing table: Manuel Hernandez, Hernandez Forging
205.655.4766 oval crib: Stokke www.stokke.com bubble chandelier: Liza Sherman, New York www.lizashermanantiques.com master suite:
bed: Jeremy darnell 205.613.0538 linens: Suite Dreams 2409 Montevallo Road, Birmingham, Alabama • 205.414.1922 hardware: Brandino
Brass www.brandinobrass.com
birminghamhomeandgarden.com
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paint color:
A custom metalllic mix by finisher Daniel Whitsett
coats the domed eciling in the TV room.

“Working in fashion first
taught me the language of
fabrics and color.”  —Fran Keenan

Meet Fran Keenan
Fran Keenan of Fran Keenan Design, like so many,
set out in one direction for a career and along the
way found that she had strayed onto a different path.
With a degree in fashion design from the University of
Alabama, she jetted for New York and career in fashion
design with Polo and Tommy Hilfiger. Later she worked
for the ultra-creative design duo, Diamond Baratta
Design. “It opened my eyes to a new level of creativity,”
says Fran. “I’ve never looked at a room the same way
since. “We did not subscribe to any rule book on this
project.” That new focus brought her to Birmingham,
where she became decorating editor of Cottage Living
magazine. “That’s where I fell in love with the idea of
functional, beautiful living,” says Fran. With the birth of
her second child, she decided to go the work-fromhome route and started her own design business.
“I help a client flesh out how they really want to live.
Our homes and surroundings truly shape us,” says Fran.
Fran’s daily joy is in her Homewood home, with
husband, Matt, an attorney, and daughters Ella, 7,
Harper, 4, and baby son Wilkes.

As in any home, the Margjekas’ kitchen is central to family life,
and they made it to order. “We knocked out everything and created a
blank canvas,” Meg says. She and Armand enjoy cooking together, so
the kitchen boasts an eight-burner Wolf range and two ovens. Concrete
countertops and a zinc-topped island provide workspace with style.
At the opposite end of the workspace is the keeping room, painted
a rich eggplant, featuring a farm table and a custom banquette that
runs the length of the room, and red bergere chairs, “two of my favorite
chairs I have ever bought,” says Fran.
“We wanted a bistro feel where we hang out,” Meg says. “You can
have meals at one end and read at the other end. There is a fireplace too.
We can’t wait to use it.”
Contemporary art, traditional rugs, antiques, industrial artifacts,
concrete walls, reclaimed oak flooring, a flat screen television, and a
turntable with vinyl records—the mix of elements may sound like a baffling aggregation, but it has been put together with confidence from elements the Margjekas love. It makes for a striking and personal interior.
As Meg says, “We wanted to stay true to who we are.”
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around the house
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1 A pair of red velvet armchairs brings even more
punch to the keeping room. The bookshelf, an
original recess, received an update with cleaner
lines. 2 The guest bath continues the wood
and concrete theme with its concrete bowl sink
atop an antique farm table. The walls provide a
contrast with metallic wallpaper in a 1960s David
Hicks pattern. 3 The kitchen island is crafted
from a hardware store cabinet with new fixtures
by Brandino Brass. The Margjeka’s use the
drawers for linens and utensils. Its narrow size
accommodated the small width of the kitchen.
4 The condo’s rotunda entry greets guests with a
star design in the white oak flooring that radiates
into the gallery as a herringbone pattern. The
metallic floral wallpaper is from Studio Printworks.
5 Chalkboard paint in the hallway leading to baby
Mercer’s room calls for playful, daily doodles and
sayings. 6 Hooks on the kitchen island hold pots
and pans. 7 A stocked bar in the gallery welcomes
guests. 8 French doors leading from the entry to
the gallery are new, but have the look and feel of
antiques.

7
7
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Text by L u c y m e r r i ll

Photography by j e a n a ll s o p p

Portrait of a House
Art gives beauty and depth to life, but living inside artwork presents a challenge. In a house that is as

The Clarks: Laura, Colby, and daughters
Madison and Abigal. Their golden retreiver, Murphy, has full reign of the house.

The Clark family moved into their home nearly 5 years ago.
In this issue we celebrate its history, legacy, and the fact that this was
the very first home we featured in the magazine 10 years ago.
42
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much a piece of art as a dwelling, these residents have to find a way to carry on the business of everyday life inside the frame.
Laura and Colby Clark’s approach to life in their work of art, an Italian-style villa in Mountain Brook, built in 1927, is
to relax and enjoy it. The couple purchased the 14,000-square-foot house in 2005, and endured six months of renovation to
make it their own. During that time, the house, dubbed Villa Wofford-Clark in honor of the original and current owners,
served as the 2006 Decorators’ ShowHouse.
When the Clarks were looking for a home in Birmingham, they had to be persuaded to take a look at the showplace. They
didn’t think they would be interested, but that was before they walked inside and looked up. Beautiful wood floors and even
more beautiful wood ceilings with intricately painted beams charmed them.
“We walked through the house and our mouths were open,” Laura says. “When they built the house, the original owners
commissioned an artisan from Italy to paint the ceiling.”
Coffered ceilings still glimmer with the designs painted by that long-ago craftsman, and he was not alone. The house was
built with a wealth of decorative artistry, including frescoes, wood carving, and even an indoor fountain. The original owners
created a Mediterranean palazzo, and their vision has been well-preserved over the years.
birminghamhomeandgarden.com
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The door surround in the entry (above left) is a painting on canvas studded with colorful stones. Flowing from the library is a little indoor
replica of a Mediterranean terrazzo (above right), with a graceful double barrel vaulted ceiling, hexagonal Italian tile, and a fountain. The
“view” is created by a mural. Check out our website and Editor’s Notes blog for a behind-the-scenes look at this photo shoot and some more floral
arrangements by the oh-so-talented Chris Carter.

All that classical beauty poses a problem. How do you
furnish a work of art? It would be quite a challenge to match
the style and formality of the elaborate artistic fixtures. The
Clarks didn’t even try.
“Colby and I are casual people,” Laura says. The family also includes two energetic girls, Madison, 12, and
Abigail, 8, and the family dog, Murphy. A mustn’t-touch
approach to decorating was never going to work.
“There’s nothing that’s off limits,” Laura says. “You
can see kids skating through the house and dogs running
around. The floors are beautiful, but they’re durable. These
floors have seen a lot of use.”
Initially, Laura answered the challenge by keeping
many of the items supplied by decorators during the
house’s charitable turn as a Decorators’ ShowHouse.
But the family’s effort to put their imprint on the house
has been an ongoing project. Recently, decorator Dana
Wolter has signed on to help Laura fit their casual lifestyle
44
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into the house’s Renaissance atmosphere. “Even though
they live in an incredible home, the Clarks are so downto-earth,” Dana says. “They want to make their home
comfortable.”
Dana’s goal is to make the living spaces more functional and family-friendly, while respecting the house’s history.
Elegance and casualness can coexist, such as in the great
room, which the Clarks have nicknamed the “band room.”
A graceful room, Laura uses it as a quiet retreat. But occasionally the room kicks off its shoes and rocks.
A family at home with rock and country guitar licks
amid Renaissance trappings is not going to be overawed
by a historic house. The Clarks never saw their home as
a tiptoe-through art exhibit. Generations have lived, and
partied, there, and all that life has left its mark. The Clarks
recognized the warmth and energy from the beginning,
and they feel they have continued that heritage.
“It’s beautiful, but it’s home to us,” Laura says.
     birminghamhomeandgarden.com
      

The stairway displays its Italian
heritage with arches, ironwork and
ornate columns supporting curving
vaults. A hanging canvas painted
by noted local artist Arthur Price
is contemporary, but fits in the
Renaissance atmosphere of the
impressive space.
birminghamhomeandgarden.com
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The great room has a number of conversation areas, including a grouping at the fireplace (not shown), seating around
the piano set off by an Arthur Price canvas, and a custom
banquette under the stairs (page 48). One of Laura’s goals
with Dana Wolter is to increase the room’s seating capacity,
while using the room’s angles to take advantage of the view.

•

Arthur Price (painting behind piano) is an artist who paints dreamlike images of legends,
fairy tales, and myths. He works in a small
studio on a farm near the Cahaba River.
When pieces exceed his studio size, he
moves outside, hanging the canvases from a
pulley system on trees.
www.priceartcompany.com

46 BH&G | s e p t e m b e r.o c to b e r 20 11
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open and friendly and
fun. We couldn’t live in a museum.” —Laura Clark

This room was the cover shot from
our very first issue. See page 8 for
covers then and now.

“The house needs to be

“The house needs to be

open and

friendly and fun. We couldn’t live
in a museum. We wanted a home where
kids can hang out.” —Laura Clark

The family room, which opens onto
the bright, Italian-inspired kitchen
designed by Andrea Carmicheal
during the Deocorators’ ShowHouse,
has the original beauty of a distinctive
arched wood ceiling and graceful
windows.

resources:

interior design: Dana Wolter, Dana Wolter Interiors 205.563.5779 • danawolterinteriors.com flowers: Chris Carter
Christopher Glenn 2713 19th Street South • Birmingham, Alabama • 205.870.1236 great room: custom L-shaped sofa and custom drapery: Dana Wolter Interiors Dirk Walker oil painting: Loretta Goodwin Gallery 605 28th Street South Birmingham, Alabama •
205.328.1761 whitewashed wooden chairs: Circa Interiors 2831 Culver Road Birmingham, Alabama • 205.868.9199 antique box: Henhouse
Antiques 1900 Cahaba Road • Birmingham, Alabama • 205.918.0505 family room: sofa and chair pillows: Circa Interiors 2831 Culver
Road Birmingham, Alabama • 205.868.9199 Henhouse Antiques 1900 Cahaba Road • Birmingham, Alabama • 205.918.0505 custom drapery:
DWI Holdings www.dwiholdings.com foyer: Lee Industries upholstered chair: Circa Interiors 2831 Culver Road Birmingham, Alabama •
205.868.9199 • Arthur Price paintings: www.priceartcompany.com hardwood floor refinishing: RIVER BOTTOM PINE 205.527.6848

The family room

48
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Design speak

T h e W hi t e
M a r bl e e x perts

Birmingham’s got Panache
Interiors Southeast is destined to hit Birmingham coffee
tables this October! With several local designers featured in
the 276-page book, we know you’ll find a favorite. Check out
our hometown talent.
Interiors Southeast is the first

diverse residences of professional

book in an international series

interior designers in Tennessee,

showcasing the impressive work

Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia,

of professionals who effortlessly

and South Carolina, the book

meet all of the challenges

offers an insider look at private

of design, expressing the

retreats and delves deeper as the

Visit our Showroom

homeowners’ lifestyle and sense

experts share their philosophy and

of style in thoughtful and creative

advice gleaned through years of

ways. Featuring the original and

industry experience.

Bi r m i ngh a m
M a r ble Wor ks
Tradition • Quality • Excellence
2018 Old Montgomery Hwy.
Birmingham, AL 35244
205-988-5585
Countertops ~ Custom Work
Remodel ~ New Construction

Images and words courtesty of Interiors Southeast
(Panache Partners, published by Brain Carabet and John Shand, distributed by IPG.)

LEFT: This beach house
guest bedroom uses fabric
to command the room and
ties in with this home’s
predominately turquoise color
palette. A pair of sunburst
mirrors crown the bamboo
headboards. Boldly-colored
linen benches are useful for
luggage. OPPOSITE TOP:
This homeowner has an
incredible collection of
turquoise china. Instead of
hiding it away, the designers
used it as their color cue.
OPPOSITE MIDDLE:
A distressed chest topped
with a pair of lamps offers a
simple display of porcelain
sculpture. OPPOSITE BELOW RIGHT: An octagonal
bamboo patterned wall
paper adorns a entry hall.
Photos by Miller Mobley

Marjorie Johnston & Co.
Marjorie Johnston and Wendy Barze have been taught by experience that the home is defined by who lives there. No matter the scope of the project, the challenge in designing is to interpret and fulfill the homeowner’s vision through the choices
of fabrics, furnishings, and accessories. Rooms should be subtle and comfortable, while simultaneously exhibiting a classic,
fresh design with unexpected twists. At the core of every project, a subtle Southern aesthetic prevails, living casually with fine
things.
Marjorie Johnston & Co. / 2841 Culver Road / Birmingham, AL 35223 / 205.414.7860 / www.mhjinteriors.com
50
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Design speak

BELOW: This kitchen exibits Old World elegance with its round table and upholstered
armchairs. Nestled close to the kitchen, separated by an arched opening, the casual dining
space is crowned with a wrought-iron fixture. Photo by Colleen Duffley

Richard Tubb
Richard Tubb Interiors is an ever-evolving
showroom of furnishings and vingettes set
in spaces that look like you could actually
live in them. In the living room above,
Richard designed the space for a family
of four. His design intentions are always
for a room to have timeless appeal and be
lived in and enjoyed daily. His foundations

Jane Hawkins Hoke
As the granddaughter of Harry Hayden Hawkins, who established Hawkins
Israel in 1929, Jane has an innate passion for design. In Jane’s three-decade
career, she has designed many home interiors and developed even more
friendships. Although she enjoys creating vacation homes in the mountains
and at the beach, her first love is designing the places that people call home,
beautiful primary residences throughout the city of Birmingham.
Jane Hawkins Hoke / 2102 Cahaba Rd # A / Mountain Brook, AL 35223
205.879.3406
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often begin with neutrals, mixing in
pattern and color with artwork and accessories. Photo by Mitchell Sargent
Richard Tubb Interiors
2829 Second Avenue South
Birmingham, AL 35233
205.324.7613
www.richardtubbinteriors.com

ANTIQUE WIDE PLANK FLOORING, RECLAIMED WOOD,
HAND-HEWN BEAMS, ANTIQUE BRICK,
AND CUSTOM WOOD COUNTERTOPS

Circa Interiors
Creating a timeless design requires a keen
eye and a deep understanding of past
trends. For Cindy Smith and daughter
Whitney Johnson, those attributes translate into a refined ability to extract just
the right elements from certain periods
to create a classic, functional ambiance.
The foundation for each room centers on

     birminghamhomeandgarden.com
      

quality furniture that won’t tire over
time. Combining antiques and new
pieces, conventional with contemporary,
the quality furnishings impart a quiet,
confident style. Photo by Steven Young

Call Fletcher Horn: 205.337.2137

Circa Interiors & Antiques
Birmingham and Charlotte
www.circaonline.net

s e p t e m b e r.o c to b e r 20 11 | BH&G

W E HAV E IT A LL AT ANTIQUE
BUILDING MATERIALS INC.

www.abmwood.com
53

Arceneaux
Ga l l e ry

J. Edwards Interiors
“Designers are, in effect, part
visionaries and part realists,” says Jenny
Edwards. “They must see the ideas that
the homeowner may describe or create
a vision based on their observations of
the homeowner’s lifestyle. For Jenny,
this philosophy seems second nature.
Growing up in an artistic, well-designed
environment where everyone respected
what they had, Jenny has held onto her
roots and developed a talent for seeing
fresh ideas and knowing how to use
them to design tasteful, beautiful spaces.
Photos by Beau Gustafson

SOHO Square
Fine Art, Custom Framing
& Antique Prints

Betty Freeman

1830 29th Ave. S.
Suite 130
Homewood, Al 35209

ABOVE: This master bedroom reflects the young, hip couple but still feels like a calming, inviting retreat
away from the children. The mostly neutral space pops with bits of fuschia and green. TOP PHOTOS:
Mixing styles is an easy way to update a room, says Jenny. “I like to add modern lamps, contemporary
art, and a few new accessories to give the room a fresh look. Even reupholstering a traditional chair in a
more modern fabric can give a piece an updated look.”

J. Edwards Interiors
Jenny Edwards
2839 Culver Road, Suite 203
Birmingham, AL 35223
205.870.5100
www.jedwardsinteriors.com

Between Wallace Burke and Lovoy’s
8 0 2 -5 8 0 0
54
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Daniel L. McCurry of
Fat h e r N at u r e L a n d s c a p e s
shares his

10

Top

Many homeowners are apt to choose the
newest, most “In Trend” plant material.
But these choices have a shorter lifespan
and require more maintenance, irrigation,
and fertilizers. I prefer using timeless
native varieties that are already adapted
to our climate.

Photo: Jenny Young

Favorite Plants
Buckeye

Here are my top 10 native plants that I
love to use in Southern gardens.
Swamp Maple

Charlotte Woodson Antiques

1

Buckeye - Aesculus pavia: A beautiful
deciduous shrub or small tree. It has red
blooms and a leafy texture. They do really well with
Magnolia, Beech trees, and Oakleaf Hydrangeas
because of pH, water, texture and shade necessity.

2

Piedmont Azalea - Rhododendron
canescens: It is a specimen deciduous shrub.
It has pink fragrant blooms and a fine leaf texture.
This shrub works really well near other acid loving,
heavy textured plants.

3

Swamp Maple - Acer rubrum: Also
named Red Maple. It is a very common tree
used in the American landscape. It has excellent fall
color and is great for creating shade and controlling
views. This tree is good to use in soil types that do
not drain well.

Swamp Maple

Oakleaf Hydrangea - Hydrangea
quercifolia: This is a strong “go to” plant for
me because of its proven adaptability and success.
It has an amazing white bloom, beautiful fall foliage,
and can handle an array of sun requirements.

5.

Dwarf Witch Alder - Fothergilla
gardenii: This plant is another great landscape
plant for its beautiful white flowers, nice shape that
it naturally keeps, and its ease of maintenance.
It is a bit more sensitive to moisture and light
requirements so make sure it is used in the right
spot before planting.

VirginiaJonesPhotography.com

2410 Canterbury Road
Mountain Brook Village

charlottewoodson.com
205 871 3314

Oak Leaf Hydrangea
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photo courtesy of Mississippi State University

4.
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Grand Opening
September 9th

3138 Cahaba Heights Rd. • 205.969.3138
Gifts, Antiques & Home Accessories
Register for Door Prizes

American Beech

6

American Beech - Fagus
americana: Mid story tree is a beautiful
addition to any estate type property or anywhere
you are trying to add a sense of maturity. It has
great papery white bark and holds its yellow
leaves all winter. This tree is very unique in its
characteristics and once established, can handle
virtually no water.

7

Wax Myrtle - Myrica cerifera: One
of my favorite landscape plants can act as
understory trees or screening shrubs. It is best
NOT to fertilize this plant because it creates its
own Nitrogen from the air. It also does really well
in high and dry sites all the way down to wetland
areas. It also has a great fragrance and is semievergreen.

Yaupon Holly

8.

Standard Yaupon Holly - Ilex
vomitoria: This shrub is one that I have just
started using a good bit. It originally had a bad
taste in my mouth due to its over used variety
“Nana” (Dwarf Yaupon). I have found that it is a
great screening shrub to small tree that is virtually
bullet proof (It is a tough plant when it comes to
water and sun necessity).

9.

American Alumroot - Heuchera
Americana: Great full shade perennial.
Deer typically leave this alone because of its
abundance in the wild. It is mainly used for
its showy foliage and the success it has in the
modern landscape. This, just like most of my list
today, needs very little supplemental water once
established.

Serviceberry

New Shipment from France

10

. Serviceberry - Amelanchier
arborea: It is also called “shadbush”,
which to fishermen, indicate when the shad (bait
fish) are most active in the rivers. It is also widely
accepted in the modern landscape for its white
flowers, red berries, silver bark and fall color. This
is not the toughest plant on my list today, but is
still very well equipped for our climate.

Daniel L. McCurry
fathernaturelandscapes
www.fathernaturelandscapes.com
c. 205.533.4809
o. 205.307.5972

Join us for Lunch every 3rd Thursday
Tips from the Trade: Tammy Conner • Thursday, Sept. 15th

Follow Father Nature on Facebook!

2807 2nd Avenue South • Birmingham, AL 35233 • (205) 320-2535
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Text by C a t h y S t i ll J o h n s o n

Photography by B a r r y C . Alt m a r k

Sferra fine linens

bagatelle
2411 Montevallo Road
205.871.8297

2415 Montevallo Road
205.414.6001

Dining

Chris Dupont (left)
with Mike Martini

Out

Just A r r i v ed
European Shipment • Antiques and Accessories• Vintage Jewelry

When a top Birmingham
chef, a wine maker, and a
group of journalists get
together, it usually turns into a

rowdy crowd sharing fun experiences and
war stories. It’s also a tough bunch to please.
There’s not many things that at least one
person in the room hasn’t experienced in
their travels and the comparisons run high.
So, when invitation to Café Dupont is
accepted, the anticipation is great. Especially
when Mike Martini, third generation
wine maker from Napa Valley, and chef
Chris Dupont host it. The duo paired
wines and traditional Southern foods for
a five-course tasting dinner that left the
intimate gathering of writers and media
types curious for recipes and thirsting for
more. Thank goodness for the lovely gift
bag! Birmingham welcomed the master wine
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English Village •1900 Cahaba Road • Bir mingham, AL 35223
205.918.0505 • www.shophenhouseantiques.com

maker as part of a national tour promoting
his wines. Though the conglomerate E.&J.
Gallo purchased the Martini’s vineyards in
2002, Mike continues to guide production.
“When Gallo purchased the winery there
were a lot of mixed emotions,” Mike says.
“But it has really allowed me to do what I’ve
always wanted to do—hone my craft and
make really good wines.”
His point was demonstrated over
appetizers of cornmeal crusted oysters and
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V illage
Firefly
2816 Culver Road
Mountain Brook Village

Specializing in Antique European Lighting,
Furniture and Lampshades

205-870-4560

After 23 years we’re excited to announce that we’ve moved to
a new location. The Park South Plaza on Hwy 31 in Vestavia Hills
(across from Mark’s Outdoors)

Monday-Saturday

(205) 822-9173

ANTIQUES • ART • HOME
205-592-0777
www.UrbanSuburbanAntiques.com
5514 Crestwood Boulevard,
Birmingham, AL 35212

okra with cayenne butter sauce paired with
a lovely chardonnay. A cabernet perfectly
complemented the delicate carpaccio.
Followed with tempura shrimp accented by
a roasted corn relish paired with a zinfandel,
the light flavors segued perfectly into the
heavier course of lamb partnered with
cabernet. Dessert? Chocolate cheesecake.
Eloquent, casual, part sophisticate,
part rancher, Mike spoke intermittently
throughout the dinner with gusto and
enthusiasm about his wine-making
adventures—often catching himself with
a dose of humility, suddenly quieting so as
not to dominate the lively party.
And, as often happens with a group
of journalists, it did get lively. Mike, his
wife, and their public relations crew from
Napa and New York, along with local
distributors turned the talk to after hours
in Birmingham. And perhaps that is where
this story should end. Let a bottle of Louis
M. Martini wine and a dinner a Café
Dupot begin your own story.
You can find any of the Martini wines
at the following locations: Western
Supermarkets, Fine Wine shops, and the
fine wine department at Publix.
Café Dupont: 113 20th Street North •
Birmingham, AL 35203 • 205.322.1282 • Reservations
recommended
Louis M. Martini Winery: 254 South St. Helena
Highway • St. Helena, California (just one mile south of
downtown St. Helena). For tours, tastings, and hours:
866.549.2582 • www.louismartini.com
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Top 10 Traditional
and Contemporary
Anniversary Gifts

1808 29th Ave. S. Homewood

By L a u r e n F e r g u s o n

205.870.3838

Traditional
1st
2 nd
3 rd
4th
5 th
6 th
7 th
8 th
9 th
10 th

Paper
Cotton
Leather
Fruit, Flowers
Wood
Iron
Wool, Copper
Bronze, Pottery
Willow
Tin, Aluminum

BHG’S Contemporary

1
o l d • n ew • m o d e r n • t r a d i t i o n a l
w w w.e i g h t e e n t h s t r e e t o r i e n t a l s .c o m

Capture The Spirit Of Your Special Event
In An Elegant Full-Size Painting -

Plane tickets from Brownell
Travel 205.802.6222.
www.brownelltravel.com

st

2
3
4

nd

SOCA gift card 205.879.6788.
www.socaclothing.com

rd

Gus Mayer Fall boots
205.870.3300. www.gusmayer.com

th

Perfume- “Oh Lola!” by Marc
Jacobs www.marcjacobs.com
or “Cherry Blossom Eau
de Toilette” by L’Occitane
en Provence 205.967.3364.
www.loccitane.com

Created As The Action Unfolds!

And the finished work of art keeps great
memories alive for years to come

Add a unique and emotionally powerful
dimension to your event.
It is never too soon to book your date!
weddings
reunions
anniversaries
bar and bat mitzvahs

birthdays
graduation parties
fundraisers
corporate events

205-283-0544 • www.joyvarnellart.com

5
6
7

th

Brown and Green butcher block
205.591.0001. www.brownandgreen.us

th

Frontera iron table 205.320.1900.
www.fronterairon.com

th

Copper pots from The Cook
Store 205.879.5277.
www.thecookstoremtnbrook.com

8

th

9
10
th
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Alex Marshall Studios pottery
from Table Matters 205.879.0125.
www.table-matters.com
Home accessories from Willow
House www.willowhouse.com
Diamond necklace from Levy’s
Fine Jewelry 205.251.3381.
www.levysfinejewelry.com

th
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MEG MARGJEKA, of Etc.
in Mountain Brook Village ON STYLE

Arista Winery’s Longbow Pinot
Noir: Armand and I love great food and
drink. We spend most nights cooking or
playing scrabble and we always have a bottle
of wine to go with it! Available at Western wine
shop and Whole Foods. www.aristawinery.com

Blackberry Farm: In the fall,
Armand and I love to take a long
weekend at Blackberry Farm.
This year we are meeting our best
friends there for Thanksgiving.
www.blackberryfarm.com

PLAYLIST: right now we are
listening to Margo Margo by
Armand Margjeka. Official
release August 2011. Available
on iTunes.

SCARF my must have to spruce up
any outfit...provides instant glamour
and a little extra warmth. i can’t live
without one when i travel, go to movies, or just need an extra layer. mine
is a jane carr scarf from London.
Available at Etc.

classic bag: mine is the proenza
schouler PS1 classic satchel. Originally
designed as a downtown chic “antidesigner” bag, it has now become the
“IT bag!” We are lucky enough to have
gotten past the rigorous application
process and carry it at Etc! Available in
medium thru XL at Etc. 205.871.3644
perfect cardigan: I’m all about layers. Every wardrobe
needs a simple yet sophisticated cashmere cardigan. My top
pick is by Inhabit. Nothing says fall like an amazing leather
jacket! Wearable indoors and out, mine is a laser-cut Italian
leather jacket by Giorgio Brato. Both items available at Etc.
Le Labo for the Laundress, Rose 31 linen
Wash: I can’t live without this amazing gentle and great
smelling detergent. I use it on all our linens, towels, and
delicates. Available at Suite Dreams. 205.414.1922
66 BH&G | s e p t e m b e r.o c to b e r 20 11
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Sunday Riley Skin Care
Products: When the weather
changes, so does my skin care
regimen. I am obsessed with Sunday Riley’s natural botanical and vitamin based line. I use their Good
Genes anti-aging treatment and
Cashmere SPF 30 daily. Available
at Barneys New York and
www.sundayriley.com
     birminghamhomeandgarden.com
      

birminghamhomeandgarden.com
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